Plan Revisions Not Shown On Sample Plans

1. Property Lines will be a new dash dot style.
2. The confirmed curb is as shown on the City Plan. When the confirmed curb and physical curb or edge of paving are in the same location it will be defined as the Curbline. If the confirmed curb and physical curb or edge of paving are not in the same location, the confirmed curb will be a dashed line with a lesser weight (and called out) and the physical curb or edge of paving will be a solid line with a lesser weight line (and called out).
3. Appendix IIk (Manholes, Inlets and Appurtenances) will be changed to add a number (4 or 6 indicating 4’ or 6’ respectively) over the symbol for existing Open Mouth Grate Inlets and Highway Grate Inlets.
4. Delete “and angles” from Sections 2 D.1.a) (page 2-2) and 3 D.1.a) (page 3-2). It would then read: “Houseline distance, street and Right-of-way widths, name of street and legislative route number if it is a state highway (see Appendix VI [52] for a list of state highway route numbers).
5. Base Plans will be changed to have redundant utility dimensions at both ends of the block when there is no change in dimension if the block distance is over 250 feet.
6. Base Plans will be changed to have redundant utility call-outs at both ends of the block if the block distance is over 250 feet.
7. Diagonal lines (typically along the houseline) to indicate a building exists will not be accepted.
8. On a larger sewer a manhole should be shown in the center of the sewer (unless it is an offset manhole) instead of being to one side of the sewer where it is found in the field and/or shown on the return plan.
9. Civil or Mechanical dimensioning shall be accepted on cross sections.
10. Match Lines on sewer sheets should include a grayed-out intersection in the plan view where applicable (when the profile extends into the intersection). The profile would not be grayed-out. No call outs are required in the intersection but any other numbers or letters should be oriented correctly.
11. GPIS numbers shall be included in the title block as shown in Appendix IIc & d.
12. Total number of sheets text in the title block shall be removed.
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